Autonomous vehicles can be used to create realistic simulations of surrounding vehicles in driving simulators. However, the use of autonomous vehicles makes it difficult to ensure reproducibility between subjects. In this paper, an effort is made to solve the problem by combining autonomous vehicles and controlled events. A controlled event can be compared to a theatre play. The aim is to achieve the same initial play conditions for each subject, which can be problematic since the traffic situation around the subject will be dependent upon each subject's actions while driving in autonomous traffic. This paper presents an algorithm that achieves the transition from autonomous traffic to a predefined start condition for a play. The algorithm has been tested in the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) driving simulator III with promising results. In most of the cases we examined the algorithm could reconstruct the specified start condition and conduct the transition from autonomous to controlled mode in a inconspicuous way. Some problems were observed regarding moving unwanted vehicles away from the closest area around the simulator vehicle, and this part of the algorithm has to be enhanced. The experiment also showed that the subjects drove faster in the presence of controlled everyday life traffic normally used in the VTI driving simulator than in autonomous traffic. 
Introduction
Researchers conduct driver behavioral studies and experiments to gain knowledge of interactions between the driver, the vehicle, and the traffic system. These studies can be conducted in the real traffic system, on a test track, or in a driving simulator. The real world is of course the most realistic environment, but can be unpredictable with regards to weather and road and traffic conditions. The limited control possibilities often make it hard to design real world experiments with equivalent conditions for all subjects. Test tracks offer a safer environment and the possibility of giving the test drivers more equivalent conditions. However, they have drawbacks notably with regard to the variety and complexity of the driving context. Driving simulators, which are the focus of this paper, offer a less realistic environment compared to the real world, but one in which test conditions can be fully controlled and varied in a safe way.
A driving simulator is a tool which allows driving in a virtual environment. It is possible to reproduce many types of driving situations, from everyday life driving to specific situations, e. g. risky situations. Just as in real traffic situations, a main component of the driving context is the behavior of other road users. The main reason for choosing driving simulators for conducting driving behavior experiments is often to get increased controllability and reproducibility. In order to ensure high reproducibility, the behavior of the surrounding road users is often strictly controlled. The disadvantages are limited realism regarding the behavior of the surrounding vehicles and limitations in the complexity of the scenario situations, due to both the complexity of the scenario programming and the programming effort required. The complexity of programming can be decreased and realism increased by giving the surrounding road users increased autonomy. This leads to simulated situations with similar advantages and disadvantages to real world experiments, i. e. low reproducibility but realistic surroundings. Our hypothesis is that it is possible to gain in realism without losing too much in reproducibility by combining autonomous and controlled simulated road users.
Earlier work within the field of simulating surrounding vehicles in driving simulators has focused on the development of models for simulation of autonomous vehicles; see for example Al-Shihabi and Mourant (2002) , Cremer et al. (1995) , Espié (1995) , Janson Olstam et al. (2008) or Wright et al. (2002) . Ideas and frameworks, but no complete algorithms, for combining autonomous and controlled vehicles are provided by Alloyer et al. (1997) , Wassink et al. (2005 Wassink et al. ( , 2006 and Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) . Inspired by the work of Alloyer et al. (1997) and Wassink et al. (2005 Wassink et al. ( , 2006 , Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) proposed an alternative design methodology for driving simulator experiments in which periods with autonomous simulated road users are combined with periods with only controlled simulated road users. The basic idea is to let the surrounding vehicles run in autonomous mode between the predetermined situations at which measurements are taken. When a subject approaches a position along the road where a situation is going to take place, the simulation of the surrounding vehicles should change from the autonomous to the controlled mode. The transition from autonomous to controlled mode has to be done in a way which is unnoticed by the subject. The idea is that the autonomous parts will ensure the necessary realism and the controlled part will ensure the required reproducibility. The controlled events are named Plays and the problem of changing from the autonomous to the controlled mode is referred to as the Play Preparation Problem. Possible approaches for solving the play preparation problem are discussed and outlined in Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) , but no complete algorithms are presented or evaluated. The aim of this paper is to propose and evaluate an algorithm for solving the play preparation problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to the play preparation problem and its sub-problems. The developed algorithm is then presented in Section 3. An evaluation of the algorithm including results from a driving simulator experiment is presented in Section 4. Section 5 ends the paper with conclusions and outlines for future research.
The play preparation problem
Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) define a driving simulator scenario as a constellation of the three components everyday life driving, preparations for plays, and plays (see Figure 1 for an example). Everyday life driving refers to the "normal" driving context on the present road type, i. e. the traffic conditions on the present road type when there are no exceptional events. The play preparation part refers to the moving of the surrounding vehicles to some pre-specified positions and speeds that they will have when the next play starts. The play is a traffic situation that will be studied.
Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) present the play preparation problem using a theater metaphor, which is an extension of the theater metaphors 4 presented in Alloyer et al. (1997) , Espié and Rousseau (1998) , and Wassink et al. (2005 and Wassink et al. ( , 2006 . The theater metaphor includes definitions of the terms play, manuscript, role, actor, stage, etc. in the context of a driving simulator experiment. A play in this context includes a manuscript and a role list and is performed on a stage. The manuscript defines the scenery (i. e. the road infrastructure, surroundings, road and weather conditions, etc.). The stage is defined as a limited area around the simulator vehicle which moves with the speed of the simulator vehicle. The role list is a description of all the main and walk-on characters. Each role includes a specification of the character's characteristics, e. g. vehicle type, brand and color. It also includes acting instructions, which define the driving behavior during the play. Last but not least, it includes a specification of the character's entering time and initial state, i. e. its position, speed, acceleration, etc. when the play starts. In this paper, the position and speed are specified as relative to the driving simulator vehicle, e. g. 400 meters ahead and 15 % slower. There are both active roles and walk-on characters. The walk-on characters are here referred to as noroles. The no-role characters should not interfere with the main characters. Therefore, they are instructed to keep a minimum distance to the simulator vehicle. An actor is defined as a road user, e. g. a vehicle or pedestrian, that behaves or acts at some level of autonomy between "fully" controlled and "fully" autonomous. A "fully" controlled actor does not take any initiative and only follows the directives that it has been given. A "fully" autonomous actor on the other hand, takes initiatives and only considers a request from someone else if it complies with the actor's own goals. As proposed in Leitão et al. (2000) , an actor's level of autonomy can vary within the simulation.
[ Figure 1 about here.] The three basic components (everyday life driving, play preparation, and plays) have different purposes in a driving simulator experiment. The plays are used to study driving behavior in some specific driving situation. The everyday life driving parts are used to get the subject to the awareness level, mood, etc. that he or she has in their normal everyday life driving in the current driving context. These parts are also used to "reset" the subjects between the plays. The play preparation is used to ensure that the plays start at the right time or at the right place and that the conditions at the start of the plays are comparable between subjects.
Driving simulator experiments have traditionally included either autonomous or controlled surrounding vehicles. The most common set up has been to use 5 controlled surrounding vehicles both during everyday life driving and plays. The big advantage of this approach is that it makes it much easier to ensure reproducibility than using autonomous surrounding vehicles. The controlled vehicles' actions are defined from the simulator vehicle's point of view, e. g. oncoming vehicles are often set to meet the subject vehicle at a specific position. This makes it quite easy to create the same situation for each subject. The behavior of the autonomous vehicles is not defined from the subject vehicle's point of view. They treat the subject vehicle as any other vehicle. The driving conditions at a micro level will consequently depend on how the subject drives, i. e. as in real world driving. The traffic conditions will only be comparable at an aggregated level, i. e. flow, density, average speed, etc. Another advantage of using only controlled vehicles is that the play preparation is quite simple, since the scenario programmer has knowledge and control of all vehicles.
Autonomous vehicles are rarely used in driving simulator experiments due to the difficulties of ensuring an acceptable level of reproducibility. However, the requirement on reproducibility is generally lower during the everyday life driving parts than during the plays. Thus, during these parts it would be possible to use surrounding vehicles with a high level of autonomy without interfering with the demand on reproducibility. The suggestion is therefore to use a high level of autonomy in the modeling of everyday life driving to increase realism, and to use controlled vehicles during the plays to ensure reproducibility. The problem with this approach is that the play preparation becomes more difficult since the programmer does not have knowledge of where the surrounding vehicles are in advance. In this paper we will only consider the play preparation problem of going from autonomous everyday life driving to controlled directed plays.
The play preparation sub-problems
The play preparation problem can be divided into three sub problems: estimation of the start time of the play; casting; and transportation of actors. The transition from autonomous everyday life driving to a controlled play includes two trigger points, see Figure 1 . The first point triggers the start of the play preparation and the second point triggers the hand over from the autonomous to the controlled mode. The start time estimation problem consists of estimating when the simulator driver will reach the second trigger point. The casting problem consists of finding actors that can play the roles in the upcoming play and assigning the roles to the most suitable actors.
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The transportation problem consists of moving each actor to the right initial position (either a role position or a no-role minimum distance) in a inconspicuous way. If there are no suitable actors on the stage, new ones have to be created out of sight of the simulator driver. The casting and transportation sub problems are strongly connected to each other and neither of the sub problems are trivial. The casting problem is difficult since the casting has to be done in such a way that the needs of transportation and reordering of actors are minimized. The transportation sub problem is difficult since the transportation of actors has to be done in a inconspicuous way. The total play preparation problem also has constraints regarding time and accuracy. The play preparation must result in the specified initial state of the play and it has to be completed before the play starts.
The casting sub problem can be summarized as a problem of finding the most suitable actor for each role. First of all, each role has to be filled by an actor that can play the role, i. e. that has the right characteristics and is able to reach the initial role position in time. The requirements for being able to play a role depends on if the actor currently is on the stage or not. Off stage (out of sight from the simulator driver), the actors are allowed to change characteristics (vehicle type, color, etc.) . It is also possible to create or move actors in order to simplify the play preparation. However, on stage (within sight of the simulator driver), the actors are required to have the right characteristics and all movements have to be done in a inconspicuous way. In driving simulators an illusion of real driving is created. If some actors behave in a conspicuous (i. e. unexpected) way the illusion may break. One vague definition of a conspicuous action could consequently be an action that breaks the illusion. It is difficult to give a distinct and precise definition, but a conspicuous action is an action that differs from what you expect from a driver in a specific driving context and which make the subject aware of that something extraordinary is going to happen. An example of a conspicuous action is if a vehicle that you have caught up with and followed for a while, for no reason accelerates and speeds away from you. However, if the vehicle in front starts to accelerate after a preceding vehicle has turned off the road, the action is more plausible. The same action can be conspicuous or not depending on the context. How conspicuous an action is depends on the subject's earlier observations of the simulated driver's behavior and the action in relation to the driving context. For example, it is important that a simulated driver's changes in speed are consistent with the its behavior observed by the subject throughout the simulation.
The transportation problem implies that an actor that is assigned a role has to reach the role's initial position and speed at the start of the play. This implies two constraints on the actor's speed trajectory. In order to reach the initial position, the actor has to travel at an average speed, v a , which is dependent on the subject's future actions and especially on the speed of the simulator vehicle until the start of the play. The second constraint is that the actor's speed at the estimated play start time,t, should be equal to the initial role speed, v R . The problem of reaching the initial role position and speed can be described as:
Find a speed trajectory v(t) which fulfills
However, there are an infinite number of solutions to this problem and we want to find the "least conspicuous" solution. Let's study the following example: assume that there is an actor 1500 m behind the simulator vehicle with v (0) = 32 m/s and that this actor should reach a role with an initial position 200 m behind the simulator vehicle and with v R equal to 9 % higher than the speed of the simulator vehicle, see illustration in Figure 2 . Further assumptions are that the simulator vehicle is expected to drive at a constant speed of 30.8 m/s and that the estimated start time of the playt = 180 s. With these settings, the actor needs an average speed of around 38 m/s in order to reach the initial role position. The number of possible speed profiles can be limited by taking into account knowledge of the highest acceleration and jerk levels used by drivers in normal driving. One possible speed profile (profile 1 in Figure 2 ) is to accelerate strongly up to a speed just above the required average speed and when getting close to the start time, decelerate strongly to the initial role speed. This profile implies the smallest changes and variation in speed but implies a large change in speed for a short time close to the driving simulator vehicle. This may be conspicuous if the speed change seems to happen without any plausible reason. An alternative speed profile (illustrated by speed profile 2 in Figure 2 ) is to accelerate more gently up to a speed higher than the required average speed and then use the achieved speed margin to smoothly regulate towards the initial role conditions. It is of course possible to do the opposite (profile 3 in Figure 2 ), but this approach does not seem to have any advantages, only disadvantages, like large changes in speed close to the simulator vehicle. The best strategy seems to be to accelerate or decelerate using normal utilized acceleration or deceleration rates to a suitable speed on the "right" side of the required average speed and then gently approach the initial role speed. A possible extension to the problem is to also put requirements on the initial role acceleration rate, or to specify if the acceleration should be less than, equal to, or larger than 0. Speed profile 4 (in Figure 2) shows an example in which the vehicle reaches the initial role speed with a small positive acceleration.
[ Figure 2 about here.]
Algorithm
The developed algorithm consists of three phases, which are related to the estimation of the play start time, the casting, and the transportation of actors. Figure 3 shows how the algorithm is working in each simulation time step. An initial casting is done when trigger 1 is reached. The play start time estimation, the transportation part, and a check that actors still can reach their assigned role, are run in each time step of the simulation. The "able to reach role" control is currently only done for actors that are assigned a no-role, but should in future development also include active roles.
[ Figure 3 about here.]
The following sections will describe the three phases of the algorithm in more detail. The play start time estimation is described in Section 3.1, the casting in Section 3.2 -3.3 , and the transportation algorithm in Section 3.4 -3.8.
Estimation of the start time of a play
Both the casting algorithm and the transportation algorithm need an estimate of the available time for finishing the play preparation. Estimating the play start timet (equal to the arrival time of the simulator vehicle) consists of estimating the simulator driver's average travel speed until the 9 simulator driver reaches the second trigger point. This average travel speed can be estimated asv
where v DS is the current speed of the driving simulator,v des DS is the estimated desired speed of the simulator driver (estimated according to the procedure described in Janson Olstam et al. (2008) ). The parameter α is a weighting factor based on the distance to the second trigger point calculated as
where d max is a calibration parameter currently set to 2000 m, x play is the start position of the play, and x DS is the current position. When the distance to the next play is large, the estimate of the space mean speed will mainly be influenced by the estimated desired speed. Drivers normally drive with a speed less than or equal to their desired speed, thus the arrival time may be underestimated but seldom overestimated. The closer to the start point of the play the simulator driver gets, the more reliable the current speed will be as an estimate, andv DS will approach the current speed as the distance approaches zero.
Casting of active roles
When the first trigger point has been reached, the play preparation starts with the casting of the roles in the role list. The roles closest to the simulator vehicle could in some sense be compared to the leading actors of the play and consequently it is most critical to find suitable actors for these roles. The casting algorithm therefore starts with the casting of the roles closest to the simulator vehicle and then continues with the ones further away. The casting of a role is a process in which actors are evaluated one at a time. The procedures for the casting of actors behind and in front of the simulator vehicle are equivalent. The procedure for the casting of roles behind the simulator vehicle are done according to the following algorithm 0. Set the role-to-be-assigned equal to the closest role behind the simulator vehicle and go to step 1. The following sections will describe steps 1b -1d in more detail.
Step 1b -Can the actor play the role?
If the role characteristics include a specification of vehicle type or brand, the actor has to match the requested type and/or brand in order to be able to play the role. Other constraints are that actors who have been passed by the driving simulator vehicle are not allowed to play faster roles behind the simulator vehicle and actors that have passed the driving simulator vehicle are not allowed to play slower roles in front of the simulator vehicle. Faster and slower roles are defined as roles that, at least initially, are set to drive faster or slower than the subject, respectively.
Step 1c -Can the actor reach the stage in time?
Whether an actor can reach the initial role position in a inconspicuous way or not, depends on the average travel speed needed to reach the role and how much the actor can change speed without acting in a conspicuous way. The required average speed is calculated as
wherev DS is the estimated average travel speed of the simulator driver according to equation 3,t is the estimated start time of the play, t is the current time, and ∆x and ∆x R are the current and initial role distances to the simulator vehicle, respectively. The difficult part is to estimate if an actor can achieve this average speed in a inconspicuous way. How much an actor can change speed (or rather his desired speed) without acting conspicuously depends on how fast this actor has been observed to drive (from the simulator driver's point of view). An actor is assumed to be able to reach a role if
where v obs is the fastest speed the actor has been driving at on the stage, v des is the actor's desired speed, and γ and η are calibration parameters currently set to 0.9 and 1.1 respectively. This means that the slowest speed an actor is assumed to be able to drive at without decreasing speed too much with respect to conspicuity is equal to 90 % of the fastest speed the actor has been observed to drive at on the stage. In the same way an actor is assumed to be able to drive at most 10 % faster than her desired speed without acting conspicuously.
Step 1d -How suitable is the actor for this role?
The most difficult part of the casting is to evaluate how suitable a specific actor is for a specific role. In terms of the longitudinal transportation problem the task can be described as: for each role, find the actor with the least conspicuous speed profile. A really good and precise casting algorithm should also try to find the combination of actors and roles that minimize some kind of total conspicuity (see discussion in Janson Olstam and Espié (2007) ). However, the algorithm is going to be used in a real-time running program and the computer time needed for evaluating one actor for a role has to be kept as low as possible, thus the problem is to find a good feasible solution rather than the optimal one. For the casting, we need a criteria that evaluates the conspicuity of the changes in speed and acceleration that each actor will have to apply to reach the role's initial position and speed, if they are assigned this role. The criteria utilized, is not based on extensive research and is a focus for further research. However, it worked well during the test conducted within this work. The following equation has been used to quantify how suitable an actor is for playing a specific role R:
where v a is the required average speed according to equation 5, v R is the initial role speed, v is the actor's current speed, n v is the number of vehicles between the actor and the simulator vehicle, ∆x and ∆x R is the current and initial role distance to the simulator vehicle, respectively, and c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 are parameters. The parameter c 1 should be equal to an odd positive integer value. To avoid division with zero a minimum value is required for the two denominators.
The values of Z given from equation 6 are not interpretable but are useful for comparing the suitability of different actors for a specific role. The part
c 1 of equation 6 is designed to capture that it is preferable if an actor can reach the required relative position and speed with as few and as small speed changes as possible. The suitability criteria favor combinations of actors and roles in which the actor's current speed and the initial role speed are close to the required average speed. It is also preferable if the actor's current speed is not on the same side of the required average speed as the initial role speed. This is captured by using an odd positive integer value on the parameter c 1 .
At first glance, it may seem to be preferable that the actor is approximately at the required relative position. However, this is only true if the difference between the current speed and the required average speed and the difference between the required average speed and the initial role speed is small. Otherwise, being at the approximately right position from the beginning will imply that the actor has to go away from this relative position and then come back at another speed in order to be able to reach both the initial role speed and position. Another aspect is that the conspicuity requirement should be higher for vehicles close to the simulator vehicle. The actions of an actor that are several actors away from the simulator vehicle are generally not as observable as the actions of the actor just in front of the simulator vehicle. These factors are captured by the terms c 2 · |∆x R − ∆x| and c 3 · n v in equation 6, which imply that the requirements on the speed difference decreases with increasing distance difference and with an increasing number of vehicles between the actor and the simulator vehicle, respectively.
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The parameters have not undergone any extensive calibration but c 1 = 3, c 2 = 0.05, and c 3 = 2 have proven to work well and no apparently bad role casting has been observed in the conducted experiment.
Assignment of no-roles
The actors that are not assigned any active role are assigned a no-role. These actors are instructed to achieve and maintain a specified minimum distance to the simulator vehicle. An actor can either be assigned a no-role behind or in front of the simulator vehicle. If the simulated road includes ramps or intersections, the no-roles can also be specified as exiting the road at an intersection. The actor's should be assigned the no-role that leads to the least conspicuous transportation from the simulator driver's point of view. This is generally the no-role on the same side of the simulator vehicle as the actor, e. g. an actor behind the simulator vehicle is in general assigned the norole behind the simulator vehicle. The difficulties in the no-role assignment have to do with actors driving relatively close to the simulator vehicle. The approach developed estimates whether or not an actor behind the simulator vehicle will be able to catch the simulator vehicle and whether or not an actor in front will be caught by the simulator vehicle within half of the preparation time. For example, an actor in front of the simulator vehicle will be assigned a no-role behind ift
These conditions are also used to continuously test if an actor that is assigned a no-role can still reach this role or if he/she has to be assigned another norole, in the "able to reach role" algorithmic step in Figure 3 .
Longitudinal transportation strategy for active roles
For the longitudinal transportation of actors that are assigned active roles, a strategy corresponding to speed profile 2 in Figure 2 is chosen. The actor's strategy is to reach a speed on the necessary side of the required average speed, i. e. the side opposite to the initial role speed. The actor can then smoothly regulate towards the initial role speed. The acceleration that an actor applies in order to reach an assigned role is calculated as
where
Here v is the current speed, v a is the required average speed, v R is the initial role speed, the function sign(x) gives the sign (negative or positive) of x, and t is the estimated time left to the play, i. e.t =t − t. The time t c is the time at which the actor should pass the required average speed in order to fulfill the conditions given by equation 1 and 2, given that constant acceleration rates are used. The time t c can easily be derived, using Figure 4a , from the condition that the area of the triangle above the required average speed has to be equal to the area of the triangle below. The condition can mathematically be described as
[ Figure 4 about here.] If the actor is on the less suitable side of the required average speed, see example in Fig. 4b , the actor will try to reach a speed equal to v a − (v R − v a ) within 30 % of the remaining time of the preparation, see the second case in equation 9. The final acceleration given by equation 9 is checked and if necessary, adjusted so that it does not violate requirements for maximum acceleration and jerk or any deceleration due to a car-following situation with a preceding vehicle.
Longitudinal transportation strategy for no-roles
Actors that are assigned no-roles use a straightforward and rather simple strategy to transport themselves off the stage and to the specified minimum distance to the simulator vehicle. Actors that have not yet reached the minimum distance to the simulator vehicle simply decrease or increase their desired speed to the necessary level. In this way, only the actor's driver characteristics are changed and there is no need for changes in the underlying behavioral models for acceleration, lane-changing, etc. If the underlying behavioral models give realistic driver behavior, the conspicuity regarding the remove transportation should not be a problem. In order to avoid conspicuously quick changes in speed, the actors are only allowed to change their desired speed by 3 km/h per second. Actors that have reached the minimum distance will gradually change their desired speed towards the speed of the simulator vehicle, in order to keep at least the minimum distance, and at the same time, not go too far away from the simulator vehicle. In cases when the desired speed is temporarily increased, the vehicle's acceleration capability may also have to be temporarily adjusted so that the actor can reach the new desired speed.
Lane changing strategy
The basic idea behind the transportation algorithm is that the actors should as much as possible act according to their underlying behavioral models. However, it is sometimes necessary for the actors to deviate from their normal behavior in order to reach their assigned role or to help other actors to reach their roles. It is sometimes preferable to not make a desired lane change. This can be for example if the actor in front is assigned a role in front of the current actor or if by changing lane the actor will go away from the specified initial role lane. Sometimes, it can also be preferable to change lane even if the actor normally does not estimate this lane change as desirable or necessary. This can be for example if the actor in front is assigned a role behind or if the actor's current lane differs from the initial role lane.
Actor collaboration
To simplify the rearranging of the actor sequence and to decrease the risk for conspicuous actions, the actors are instructed to collaborate. The primary goal of an actor is of course to reach his initial role conditions but the actor should as much as possible try to help the surrounding actors in their striving to reach their roles. For example, an actor can send a request to a preceding actor that is assigned a role behind him to change lane to the right or keep to the right so that the actor can pass. Actors trying to reach a no-role in front are often constrained by other no-role actors that have already reached the minimum distance. These actors can be asked to accelerate in order to make it easier for the actors that have not yet reached the minimum distance. Another example of collaboration is that actors that need to change lane, either in order to reach their initial role position or to let someone else pass, can ask the actors in the target lane to increase the gap if it is too small.
In the implementation, the actors can send three different requests to each other; asked-to-decelerate, asked-to-accelerate, and asked-to-change-lane. The asked-to-decelerate request is currently only sent when more space for a lane change is needed. The receiver of the request will decelerate if the receiver does not need to accelerate in order to reach it's own role. Conflicting deceleration and acceleration requests are handled in a simplistic way, acceleration requests are only considered if there are no deceleration requests. In the current implementation, only no-role actors will consider deceleration and acceleration requests from other actors. An actor that receives an acceleration requests will try to accelerate faster if it already wants to accelerate or if it is the desired speed that limits the acceleration, to temporarily increase it's desired speed. If the actor normally would have decelerated due to interactions with a vehicle in front, the actor will forward the request to it's leader vehicle. The handling of lane change requests is more complicated. The actor will compare the initial positions of its own role and the surrounding actors' role. The actor will try change lane so that actors with initial role positions in front of the own initial role position can pass. Although the implemented actor collaboration seems to work quite well, it would probably gain on further development towards a more generic and structured approach for handling requests and request conflicts.
Re-transition after finished event
After a completed play preparation the actors with active roles will start to behave according to the manuscript and the actors with no-roles will play their walk on characters in the periphery, by keeping the specified minimum distance to the simulator vehicle. When the play is finished, the surrounding traffic should change back to autonomous mode. At the end of a play, the stage includes only those actors that were assigned active roles in the finished play. If the number of active roles is few, the area around the simulator vehicle will be more or less empty since the no-role actors have been forced away from this area. It will take some time before the no-role actors catch up with or are caught up by the simulator vehicle. In order to speed up the re-transition to autonomous surrounding traffic the no-role actors are asked to temporarily decrease (actors in front) or increase (actors behind) their desired speeds.
Algorithm Evaluation
A driving simulator experiment has been conducted in order to test the developed algorithm. The aim was to test if the algorithm is able to reconstruct equal play start conditions for each subject in a inconspicuous way. The aim was also to test if the type of traffic (autonomous or controlled) during the everyday life driving affects the subjects' driving behavior and/or experience of the drive. One hypothesis was that subjects will drive faster in the presence of the kind of controlled everyday life traffic that has been used on freeways in the VTI driving simulator III than they normally do.
Testbed
The algorithm developed has been implemented in the traffic simulation framework for surrounding vehicles in driving simulators presented in Janson Olstam et al. (2008) . However, the car-following and lane changing models used in Janson Olstam et al. (2008) have been replaced by versions of the HDM/IDM car-following model (Treiber et al., 2000 (Treiber et al., , 2006 and a combination of the ARCHISIM (El Hadouaj and Espié, 2002 ) and the MOBIL (Kesting et al., 2007) lane-changing models. The lateral position update algorithm has been replaced by the steering model presented in Salvucci et al. (2001) . The simulation framework has been integrated with and tested in the VTI driving simulator III (VTI, 2008) . This driving simulator is a vehicle cabin and motion based driving simulator with a 120 degree field of view in front and three back mirrors.
Scenario description
The scenario consisted of three plays along a 72 km long freeway stretch. The speed limit was 110 km/h and there were two lanes in each direction; see Figure 5 for an illustration. There were on-and off ramps along the road but no entering or exiting vehicles. The road was dry but there was some mist in the air.
[ Figure 5 about here.] The scenario started with a 10 km long warm-up section without any surrounding traffic. It continued with a 15 km long section with controlled everyday life traffic followed by a 15 km long part with autonomous everyday life traffic. The traffic during the controlled everyday life part was designed in the same way as in earlier freeway experiments in the VTI driving simulator, e. g. the DIWITSA project (IVSS, 2008) . The controlled everyday life traffic was defined so that the number of active and passive catch ups that the subjects experienced would be the same for all subjects. This implies that there would be vehicles driving faster and slower than the subject independent of how fast or slow the subject drove. The controlled everyday life traffic consisted of nine catch up situations, in which the subject caught up with a slower vehicle platoon. In six of the cases, a faster vehicle platoon arrived in the left lane at the same time. The subject then had to decide whether or not to change lane and overtake the slower platoon or to let the faster platoon pass first. The platoons were added to the simulation out of sight of the subject. Their speed is then regulated in order to get into interaction with the subject at some specific point in space and time. In order to get them quickly within sight and closer to the subject, their speeds sometimes need to be quite extreme, e.g. over 200 km/h or 0 km/h, depending on relative position to the subject. The number of vehicles in each platoon in the nine situations is presented in Table 1 .
[ Table 1 about here.] The traffic conditions during the autonomous everyday life driving part are defined in terms of flow and vehicle type shares, in this case set to 1200 vehicles/h/direction and 92 % cars, 6 % trucks and 2 % buses. The 15 km long autonomous everyday life driving part is followed by the first play preparation and play. The play consists of a 1 km stretch with dense fog in which no surrounding vehicles should be closer to the subject than 300 meters. The reason for using this kind of low complexity play is to test the remove transportation of no-role actors separately. For the first play, the play preparation is set to start 1 km upstream of the play. This play is followed by 10 km of autonomous everyday life driving and an identical play, but now with 2 km of play preparation. This makes it possible to investigate how the length of the play preparation time affects the algorithm's ability to achieve the play start condition. The preparation of the third and last play starts after another 10 km of autonomous everyday life driving. The preparation time for this play is 2 km. This play includes four active roles. The leading star role is a car in front of the subject that after some driving, has a car break down and has to decelerate and park on the shoulder. At the same time, and in order to prevent the subject from immediately changing lane the subject is passed by a platoon of three vehicles. The start condition for the front car is a relative position of 400 m and a relative speed of 0.78. The start conditions for the three cars behind are relative positions of 250 m, 300 m, and 350 m, and a relative speed of 1.15. The no-role actors should have a minimum distance of 400 m to the subject.
Post-questionnaire and interview
A post-questionnaire was designed to deal with questions regarding background data and driving style. Also, the general impression of the simulator drive was examined with regards to steering, accelerating, braking, perception of speed, perception of lateral position and overall impression of the simulator. These questions on the simulator drive concerned perceived similarities between driving a simulator and driving a real car. There are wellknown questionnaires that deal with presence in a simulated environment (see e. g. Witmer and Singer, 1998; Usoh et al., 2000) . Those questionnaires focus on the individuals feeling of being in a simulated environment although physically present in another. These aspects are somewhat related to realism but concerns a slightly different aspect of the simulator experience than what was the purpose of the present study. The intention of the post-questionnaire was twofold, firstly to let the subjects elaborate on the simulator experience. This was important in order for the test leader to have the subject focus on the research related questions that were separate from the experience of driving a simulator vehicle, in our case, the surrounding traffic. Secondly, the questions in the post-questionnaire have been used in previous studies in the same simulator, hence allowing us to confirm that the driving experience in the present study did not deviate in a significant way from other simulator studies performed (Janson Olstam, 2005; Janson Olstam et al., 2008) . If it was concluded that the drive was normal regarding the simulator experience, we could leave that aspect of the study and focus on the research questions at hand.
The design of the interview comprised an interview guide with open questions and a sketch of the outline of the drive. The interview concerned the traffic situation and the behavior of the surrounding vehicles during the different parts of the drive. The subjects were asked questions regarding their general impression of the drive, questions related to the different parts of the drive, i. e. the first fog, the second fog and the car that surprisingly stopped at the end of the drive. The sketch of the outline of the drive was used as a mnemonic device. The outline was similar to the one in Figure 5 (without the information on controlled and autonomous traffic). The outline was also used as a support for the subjects to place their observations in time and space. The subjects' impression of the traffic situation during the period (play preparations) just before the first and second fog and the car break down was also discussed. The interviews were taped and transcribed for further analysis. Both the post-questionnaire and the interview guide are 20 available upon request.
Subjects and experiment procedure
The ten subjects' gender, age, number of years with driving license, mileage driven last year, number of drives in the VTI driving simulator, and their self-reported normal/desired speed on freeways are presented in Table 2 .
[ Table 2 about here.] All subjects were in-house VTI personnel with no previous insight into or knowledge of this particular study. Upon arrival at the simulator facility, the subjects were directly asked to take a seat in the driver seat of the simulator. The subjects were told that they would drive on a freeway with a speed limit of 110 km/h for approximately 40 minutes and that the first 10 km was a warm-up stretch without any surrounding vehicles. The subjects did not get any further instructions but were asked to drive as they normally would on a similar freeway. During the whole simulator drive, the test leader took notes on traffic situations or driving behavior that deviated from the test leader's expectations of realistic traffic situations and driving behavior. The main focus was the behavior of the surrounding vehicles during the play preparations.
After the drive, a post-questionnaire was filled in (see Section 4.3) and the subjects were interviewed by a trained psychologist (co-author S. M.). The interviews were taped and transcribed for further analysis. Both the post-questionnaire and the interview guide are available upon request.
Results

Actors' ability to reach roles and no-roles
The main aim of the driving simulator experiment was to test if the algorithm was able to reconstruct the same play start conditions for all subjects. At the end of each play preparation, the actors' position, speed, etc. were measured and compared to the role specifications. The no-roles only included a specification of the minimum distance to the driving simulator vehicle (300 m for play 1 and 2 and 400 m for play 3). Table 3 -Table 5 display the distance between the subject and the first no-role actor in front and behind the subject. In connection with play 1 (Table 3) , the minimum distance was always reached by the actors behind the simulator vehicle, while the actors in front only succeeded in two of the cases. For play 2 (Table 4) , the minimum distance was reached more or less in all cases with some exceptions and the situation was similar for play 3 ( Table 5) . The difference between plays 1 and 2 can most likely be explained by the difference in preparation time.
[ Table 3 Play 3 also included active roles. The difference between the achieved distance and the specified distance to the subject for each active role is presented in Table 6 . The difference is less than 1 meter for all subjects and roles. These small differences are within acceptable limits.
[ Table 6 about here.] Besides the relative position, the active roles also included a specification of the relative speed to the driving simulator vehicle, specified as
The difference in percent units between the achieved relative speed and the specified relative speed, i. e. 100 ·
, is presented in Table 7 . The difference is less than 0.5 percent units, i. e. less than 0.15 m/s at 30 m/s, for all experiment runs except for the runs with subjects 1, 7, and 9. For the experiment runs with subjects 1, 7, and 9 the differences are of the magnitude 2 -5 percent units, i. e. less than 1.5 m/s at 30 m/s, which is less good but still workable. The conclusion is that the speed differences are within acceptable limits.
[ Table 7 about here.]
Subject's mean free speed
The hypothesis regarding the subjects' speed choice is that the subjects drive faster in the presence of controlled everyday life traffic than they normally do. The assumed reason for this is that they feel pressured by the fast cars coming from behind. These cars will drive faster than the subject independent of how fast the subject drives (the faster the subject drives, the faster will the vehicles behind drive). An example of the difference in the surrounding vehicles' speeding behavior during the different everyday-life driving parts is presented in figure 6 . The figure shows the effect on vehicle speeds when forcing vehicles to catch-up or be caught by the simulator vehicle as is the case during the controlled everyday life driving part. The effect is that there are both extremely fast and slow vehicles and thereby a large variation in speed during the controlled everyday life driving part. This can be compared to the low speed variation during the autonomous everyday life driving parts. In the figure the play situations can easily be localized. The acceleration and deceleration of the surrounding autonomous vehicles in order to reach the no-roles in front and behind the simulator vehicle could also be identified. Apparently, some vehicles had to drive quite fast/slow in order to reach the no-roles.
[ Figure 6 about here.] To examine the hypothesis, the average driving speed of subjects during periods of free driving was compared across conditions (controlled vs. autonomous traffic). Free driving was operationally defined as periods during which time headway > 6 s and |acceleration| < 0.5 m/s 2 . Table 8 presents the subjects' mean free speed during the warm-up, controlled and the three autonomous parts while Table 9 presents the difference in the subjects' mean free speed between the controlled part and the warm-up part and the three autonomous parts, respectively. The difference is generally positive and varies from −0.32 to 4.64 m/s.
[ Table 8 about here.] [ Table 9 about here.] One sided t-tests have been conducted with the hypothesis that the subjects' mean free speed during the controlled part is higher than during the warm-up part and the three autonomous parts. This gives four t-tests: controlled -warm-up; controlled -autonomous 1; controlled -autonomous 2; and controlled -autonomous 3. Table 10 shows the t-statistics from the four t-tests. The difference in mean free speed is significant at the 95 % confidence level for all tests. The conclusions are that the subjects drive about 1 m/s faster during the controlled everyday life driving part than during the autonomous everyday life driving parts and than during the warm-up period.
[ Table 10 about here.]
Subject comments and test leader observations
In this section, the results from the interviews and observations made by the test leader are summarized. The test leader observed some problems with the casting and transportation of no-role actors. The problems were mainly related to the transportation of actors that are close to the simulator vehicle when the play preparation starts. The problems seem to be more severe in connection with the shorter preparation time of 1 km. There were for example, situations in which an actor in front of the subject had been assigned a no-role behind the subject and therefore started to decrease her speed in order to give the subject a reason to pass. However, the decrease seemed to be too rapid and the subject observed the change as a strong deceleration and started to decelerate instead of changing lane. This sometimes resulted in the actor no longer thinking that the subject would catch up with him/her. The actor would then be re-cast into a no-role in front, and thereby start to accelerate. This may have been a problem of inconsistency in the no-role casting, i. e. that the casting of a no-role changed back and forth from a no-role behind and a no-role in front. Unfortunately, there was no recording of data regarding the changes in no-role casting during the experiment. In the agent literature this kind of problem is called dithering and commonly results when action selection algorithms operate near a decision threshold. One reason for the problem in this case could be bad tactical behavior in the no-role transportation model. One solution to reduce dithering could be to add hysteresis to the decision making process so that once a decision is made, the threshold shifts so that it takes a more substantial change in circumstance to change the outcome. For the no-role casting that could be done by using a different threshold than 0.5 in equation 7 for the continuous "able to reach role" algorithmic step in Figure 3 . An additional reason for the dithering problems may have been that the maximum allowed speed change of 3 km/h per second was too high.
Half of the subjects commented on the catch up situations during the controlled everyday life traffic in which the subject caught up with a slower platoon at the same time as a fast vehicle platoon caught up with the subject. Some subjects gave comments like "The overtakings were not normal " or "These situations happen more often than in real traffic". One subject also commented on the fact that he drove faster than he normally does due to the fact that the other vehicles drove fast. Other comments did not include any value judgment. However, the fact that these traffic situations were commented on indicates that these situations, or their frequent appearance, differ from real freeway traffic.
Three of the subjects thought that the autonomous everyday life traffic drove slower than real world freeway traffic, leading to too many active catchups and too few passive catch-ups. Two of the subjects also thought that the autonomous traffic was calmer than real traffic and that there were too few really fast and aggressive drivers. The test leader observed that the autonomous vehicles never, or seldom, were able to reach their desired speed. The reason for this was found to be the design of the IDM car-following model (Treiber et al., 2000) , more precisely, the function for calculating acceleration due to interactions with a preceding vehicle. The observed deficiency leads to a lower average speed than what is expected for a specific distribution of desired speeds. This is probably one explanation to why the subjects thought that the autonomous vehicles drove slowly. The problems with the IDM model have been further investigated and solved in Olstam and Tapani (2010) .
There were observations about autonomous cars that passed the simulator driver really slowly or vehicles that did not seem to be able to decide if they should pass or not. The autonomous vehicles were sometimes considered to drive irregularly, i. e. change speed without reason. These observations seem to be in connection with play preparations. Some strange lane changes and speed changes were observed during the play preparations. Some of the observations may concern situations during autonomous everyday life traffic. Several subjects observed that there was no or little traffic around them when they entered the foggy parts.
Conclusions and future research
In the present paper, an algorithm for combining autonomous surrounding traffic and controlled events is presented. The algorithm has been tested in the VTI driving simulator III with promising results. In most of the cases the algorithm could reconstruct the specified start condition and conduct the transition from autonomous to controlled mode in a inconspicuous way. However, some problems were observed, for example regarding transporting no-role actors to the specified minimum distance to the subject. Since the algorithm only has been tested on 10 subjects, two types of plays, one traffic condition, etc. it is difficult to make general conclusions. However, for the driving simulator experiment conducted the conclusions are the following:
• The casting and transportation of active roles works satisfactory, but the underlying algorithms are still topics of future research.
• The casting and transportation of no-roles do not always work as intended. This part has to be enhanced in order to ensure reproducibility.
• The platoon situations that frequently appeared during the controlled everyday life traffic were considered different to real freeway traffic situations as expressed by half of the participating subjects. The behavior of the surrounding vehicles during this part had a significant effect on the subjects free driving speed, which was higher than during autonomous everyday life traffic and during warm-up without any traffic.
• Three subjects experienced the autonomous everyday life traffic as slower and calmer than real freeway traffic. In addition, two subjects thought that there were too few really fast and aggressive drivers as compared to driving in a real traffic environment.
• The underlying autonomous behavior models have to be enhanced with regard to the problems observed with slow overtakings, strange lanechanging behavior and vehicles that are not able to reach their desired speeds.
The conclusions from the experiment strengthens the hypothesis that it is possible to gain in realism without losing too much in reproducibility by combining autonomous and controlled simulated road users. In most of the cases the algorithm could reconstruct the specified start condition, i. e. ensure the required reproducibility. The interviews and the measures of free speed during controlled and autonomous everyday life traffic indicates that autonomous traffic can be used to get a more realistic description of traffic conditions along a freeway.
The problem with the transportation of no-role actors is more severe in connection with the shorter preparation time of 1 km. It seems that 1 km preparation time is too short for clearing an area of 300 meters around the subject at a traffic flow of 1200 vehicles/h. One solution could be to use a variable preparation time that depends on the current traffic situation around the simulator vehicle.
The algorithm has only been tested for two types of plays and for one traffic condition. Further tests with different kinds of plays, start conditions, and traffic conditions (especially more dense conditions) are needed. The algorithm should also be tested within a "real" driving simulator experiment and not only in an experiment designed to test the algorithm. In order to investigate the algorithm's independence with respect to choice of driving simulator and simulation model, the algorithm should be tested with another model for the simulation of the autonomous vehicles and in other driving simulators. However, before any additional testing is done the problems observed regarding casting and transportation of no-role actors have to be solved. Further research should also include enhancements of the IDM car-following model which was found to have deficiencies regarding the calculation of interaction accelerations. Catch up situation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Fast platoon 3 3 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 Slow platoon 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 38 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 0.26 
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